PROLOGUE
1972

FOR BEST RESULTS
HOLD IN FRONT OF A
MIRROR AND TAKE
A GOODLOOK AT YOURSELF.
Sometimes  
Not often enough  
We reflect upon the good things  
And those thoughts always center around those we love.  
And I think about those people  
Who mean so much to me  
And for so many years  
Have made me  
So very happy.
WELCOME
Big Things Came In SMALL PACKAGES (and people!)
We All Learned

Some Spoke
Some Listened
The Struggle And Competition
UNDERSTANDING
Together
Or Alone
Hard Work + Determination = Spanish Major
A New President
A New Outlook
Doodling Page
organizations
DELTA PHI OMEGA
SIGMA ETA UPSILON
OBELISK
ATHLETIC CLUB
Class of 73

Class of 75
Class of 72

Registration — What are you so happy about?

"The problem with this school is . . ."

Class Break
Bob Lessard
History

Gabe Falzarano
Sociology

Marty Corrigan
Accounting — Football
Brian J. Loughran
History

Ruslyn Epstein
Psychology
Mary Jane Kozlakowski  
History

S. Joseph Kerbelis  
Business Administration
Marion Nicolett Saska
English

Lawrence G. Abbott
Psychology
Brian Voytek
Mathematics

Patricia Ann Cook
Mathematics
Bill Van Alystyne
Accounting

Marianne Kubic
Benny Povco

Regina Tarinelli
Sociology
Candace Toohey
Psychology

Lillian Driscoll
History
David Maffucci
Accounting

Thomas Maffucci
Business
Therese Barros
English

Francis Furs
Business
Donald Shannon
Psychology

William Duplex
“An Old Friend”
James Tickey  
Psychology  

Linda Piccolo  
English
Joann Baranowsky Haines
Psychology

Allan Petrillo
Accounting
Joan Mary Lampart
Mathematics

Charles Capozziello
English
Margaret Mary Fitzpatrick
English

Bob Malek
English
Mary Seiger
Biology

Debby Morton
History
Ellen Mosessian Marcantonio
English

Elaine H. Mockevicius
Accounting
John A. Syc
Accounting

Alberina M. Dinicola
English
Diane Lynn Marotto
English

Claudette G. Lussier
English
Patricia Ann Jagodzinski
Sociology

James Greenwood
Sociology
Anne Croffy Sherwood
English

Ginny Kazzi
English
Terry Minahan
English

Paul Scioletti
Accounting
Al Siwicki  
Psychology

Agnes D. Dorrian  
History
Susan Mathai
Psychology

John Myslinski
English
Edward Genga
Biology

Linda Capriotti
English
Margarer E. Kilmarrin SND
English

Anthony J. Butto
Psychology
Tricia Trombley
English

Jo Ellen Vitale
English
Ray Calabrese
Business Administration

Deborah M. Machnik
History
Susan Dee Haran
History

Minerva D'Andrea
History
Carole Christy
English

Fran Pierwola
Biology
Deborah Ann Kolcun
English

Michael Dziewulski
History
Stephen A. Musante
Accounting

Tom Pirroolli
Business Administration
Edward Drenga
History

Annette Versage
English
Sharon Dorso
English

Mary Ellen O'Connor
Sociology
Laura T. Messina
English

Jan Schiavone
History
Thomas Guastella
Accounting

Sally Ann Kamszik
English
John V. Shanley, Jr.
Business

Anna Maria Hernandez
Mathematics
Francis L. Niestemski
Business Administration

Ana Teresa Morales
English
Mary Margaret Soares
Sociology

Barbara Piccioli
English
William J. Kaza
Accounting

Maura Jane Cassidy Schwartz
Mathematics
Pete Kishonis
History

Maureen Oliver
English
Linda Goldsworthy
Sociology

Frank Marini
Mathematics
Joseph Strazemski
Mathematics

Mary Nemeth
English
Margaret Sinyai Fallon
History

Ed O'Hara
Sociology
Candy Honer
English

Patricia A. Zalmer Somo
English
Elaine Gabriel
English

Sandra Morris Arrington
Biology
Michael G. Iodice
Sociology

Kathy Noonan
Sociology
Gary J. Lynch
Accounting

Theresa Hogan
English
Jackie Farrace
English

Joseph Almeida
History
Katherine Doherty
English

David C. Augustine
English
Mary Susan Chamberlain
Sociology

Vincent Giannotti
Mathematics
Linda Adiletta
English

Larry Jacobellis
History
Eileen Lello
English

Martin J. McNamara
History
Marie Conte
English

George Gintoli
Psychology
Barbara Conetta
English

Maria Mercedes Romero
History
Richard J. Gulas
History

James Carroll
Accounting
Kenneth D. Wilson
Psychology

John Robert Estek
History
John J. Kollnosky Jr.
History

Jeanne Valko
Sociology
Constance E. Simpson
English

Jean Marie Turecek
Biology
Kevin Coyne
Sociology

Christine A. Biesadecki
Sociology
Marcia D. Hinds
Psychology

Patty Hartman
Psychology
Patrick J. Garafola
Business

John Ferrence
History
George M. Evanish
English

Dianne Plumb
Accounting
Henry Moncheski
English

Daniel J. LaBonte
Biology
Phillip T. Adzima
English

Linda Ann Faski
English
Anne P. Sullivan
Psychology

Nancy Maciaszek
Sociology
James Fulton
Psychology

George M. Evanish
Claude McNeal
"LAST SWEET DAYS OF ISAAC"
DAMES AT SEA
This Week In Cabaret
CHIEF
GROWLING
BEAR
Where It’s Happening — The Cafe
Are You Kidding Me?
Mid-day Concert
A Look At Our Environment
ENDS

SPRING
"I just love peanuts and beer."

"If she asks me to dance once more I think I'll
The action is the other way Doctor.

"Anybody see the peanut man?"
KEEP
RIGHT
SKIT NIGHT GIRLS
AND A QUEEN

JACKIE FARRACE
Pi Sigma Phi
Good Drink

Good Company
A Pleasant Surprise

And Good 'Ol Rock-an-Roll Music
Set-up

Spike

Russia — look out!
Soccer
"We pick up every Thursday morning."

"Pardon me."
Desire
Hustle
Talent
For four consecutive years Joseph McGuigan along with his brother Patrick have sacrificed precious time of their lives in order to attend Sacred Heart. Both Joe and Pat are married, the latter the father of four children. Unlike many students who graduate from school these two will leave and yet always remain. Along with rewriting record books in sports they have built up the sport of soccer at Sacred Heart, recognizing her as a small-college powerhouse. But there is more — both brothers won the most valuable offensive and defensive player award every year, both shared the title of captain for four years, Pat's name was no stranger to the dean's list while Joe was an active member of the Kreuzfahrer Fraternity. The proudest moment came when Joe was selected as a member of the U.S. Pan-American and Olympic teams and thus became the school's first All-American. At this time he is competing in the summer Olympics in Germany wearing the colors of the U.S.A. and carrying the memories of Sacred Heart. To you Joe, a special . . .
... thanks.
“face!”

“I knew I shouldn’t have cut math!”

“gimme five”
BASKETBALL
HUSTLE
BIG
SHU GIANTS
"You know, College can be a hell-of-a time."

"I know. It sure beats working for a living!"
A special thanks goes out to Dave Maffucci who was the only photographer we had excluding senior pictures. Also a special thanks to Joe Almeida who put the Prologue together for the most part — by himself.